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ABSTRACT

.
The hyperfine splittjn~ (hfs) of deuterium shows 3 subst3nti31

deviation from the prediction based on Fermi's formula. Xhis reflects

the effect of the' deuteron" structure which W3S not tllken account of in,--- ,
Following Bohr's .ori[.i~al work' on the deuteron

structure effect, sever~l calculations wcre~done ~rior to the 1960's.

usin~ nucleon-nucleon (NN) potentials which are. from today's standard.

.'

rather primitive. In this thesis we reexamine this problelll b}' usins:,

several Clodern realistic NN potentials which r-eproduce the deuteron

propertlcs and the NN scattering data very well. In ~ddi tion to the

cor-rection of the type which was examined by Bohr and Low, we examine a

nUlllber of other corrections.
...

moSt important one. turns out

The Bohr-Low correction. which is
\

to be remarkably insensitive to

the

the

choice of the potential. and this correction si~ificantly

over-estimates the experimentally observed anomaly. However. the

correction arisin~ through the angular momentum dependent ter-Ills in the

N~ potential is sensitive to the choice of the potential. When th.is

effect is included the theory and experiment can be reconciled for some

of the potentials. In this sense the long standing anomah' of the

-

deuterium hfs can be explained .

.~
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, CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The interaction between the magnetic "IllOClents or the electron

and the nucleus ~lves rise. to the h)'per!1ne spl1 tUng or hyperfine

structure of the ato.ie. spectru., whIch we denote b~,. "ht's" throui:hout

this thesis,' The his of' the two simplest atoms, hydro~n and

deuterium, are of particular interest. For both atoms the h!s has been

measured with hIgh precision (L2). On the theor~tical side. the hft>

can be calculated very accurately, Hence it serves as a test of the

theory: Quantum electrodynamics to~ether with some nuclear corrections.

The deuterIWI ht's is interesting because. the deuterIum nucleus, I.e ..
" •

the deuteron, i':; a ver)' loosely bound nucleus, and the ht"s Clay reflect

the deuteron structure,
,

The Quantum lIechanical treatment at' the hfs of the hydrogen
J ~

like atom was first'developed by Permi in 1930 (3). He assumed that. ~

1the nucleus is a fixed point; with ch~rge e. spin I (w ~ for the proton..
and~l.for the deuteron) aod magnetic Cloment p, and obtained ,

8n 21+1 2
hv "" 3 (-1-)Po1-1 '1' (0) (1. 1 )

the' -value ot the electron~ere 1-10 1s the Bohr .agneton, and '1'( 0 ) is

wavefunction. at the origin, I.e., at the nucleus. The wavefunctlon '1'

is deter.tned by the nonrelatlvlstlc Schrodlnger,equation together with

j
1

I

•
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3 1/~
, the Coulo.b potentia!. lmtl hence'P(O).- l/(mt

O
) )l'here aO is the Bohr

radius. Ho~ved there Is an Qbvlous nonrelat.1vist.1c,.redoil cOt"t"ection.
to EQ. (1.1). due to the fjnite Ilass ot" the- nucleus ~

cot"rection EQ. (1.1) takes the form

. '.•.

With this

(1. 2)

where m and III t"
are the rest Ilass and the lIlass .of the electron.

t"~spectively. By convention. the for~u13 (1.2) is still referred.to as
,,---. I r

There are a nUlCber of \corrections to Fermi 1 s formula (1.2).

These corrections can

Quantum electt"odynamic.. .

be classiC ied into two types. Jo.ne 1s pure

( QED) t }'pe wh1ch is COllllllon to hydrol:en and

. \
\
\
J

I
/

I
./

.
•

'deutei1um. For example. the lIlagnc~lc moment of the eI;ctron. which was
\

takcn to be IpO 1n Fermi's model. obtains an anolllalous Illa~netic mOlllcnt

due to radi~tive corrections. The corrections of the other type. which

we reler to as the nuclear type depend on the nucleus. and hence varies

betwcen hydrogen and deuteriUlll. For hydro&cn. the nucfear corrections

are those due to the finite size of the pr~ton and to the relativlstic

nuclear :-ecoil.

When the corrections to Ferai's formula are 'taken into account.

theory and experiment are' in excellent agreement for hydrogen (4) .
~

When t~ deuterium hts 1s calculated 1n the salle manner. however. one

f~dS a~il:Ol!iCant difference between theory and exp~rl.ent. Here by

"the sallie manner" is Ileant that the effect of the fin~te size of the
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deuteron is esU.ated 1n the same wa),' as for the proton.l.e .• by.

:.....-
assuming that the deuter050nsists ~bf staUc. spherically syuetric

dlS\ribUtiO~ of Chll.ge and eti%a;;:On: This discrepancy between

theory'and experiment suggests t th~ electron is sensitive to some

"

vo/vw Accordin~ to Fermi's formula (1.2). this ratio is given by

and experiment it 1s corlVen1ent to

"concentrate on the ratio or the v's Cor deuterium and hy~~o~en. i.e .•

details or the deuteron structure.
.........

In co.parin~ theory

,

-
( 1. 3)

where ~ and Ill
H

are respecth'ely the electron t"educed .asses rot" the

deuteeium 3nd~deo<cn .toms. The expeeime.t.l ~.lu. toe vD/vH ditt.es

from that of Eq. (1.31 .. Hence we write

( 1. 4 )

The ~ defined in this way is usually called the acuterium hfs anomaly,

It is i.portant to note that all QED cot"rections cancel 1n this ratio

so that ~ is entirely due to the nuclear corrections. The experi.ental
'~".

value or ~ is (5)

,
\ ~expt

(170.3:o.5)XIo-6

-
(1.5)

-..........

.-
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.
(6) pointed out that thEt bulk of ~exPt can be explained as due to the

loose stl'uctUl'e of the deuteron. At small' electron-deuteron-

separations the electron wavefunction fS centered on the proton rather

than the deutel'on centel' of mass. This effect. hcreaftel' called Bohl"s·

~ mechanism. results in a reductIon of the.electron wavefunction at the

posi tion of the neutron. 'and hence the reduction of the effect of the

neutron map-netic mom~t. Since the neutron magnetic moment is opposite
- .

in sign to the pl'oton magnetic moment. the effective magnetic moment of

t~ deuteron increases. and hence the his is enhanced. Subsequently.~,

• Low (7) reexamined Bohr's mechanism in detail and obtained

~ow '(1.6)

..
\

which is consistent with the experimental value of Eq. (1~5). Here the

uncertainty in ~L of Eq. (1. 6) is mainly due to the spread of itsow

values for differ,nt potentials. As for the notation ~ow' it would be

lllOl'e appropl'[ate to denote it by tL However. we follow theBohr-Low'

very I simple' models for

A few years later.
~
convention and wl'ite ~ Low used

LOW'

n cleon-nucleon (NN) interaction. i.e.
I

exponential. and the !iul then potentials.

the square well.

the

the

impl'oved knowledge of the deuteron wavefunction.

l'ecalculated ~ and obtained
. "LOW

/

Low and Salpeter (8)

(1. 7)
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Here again the uncertainty is mainly due to th3t 1n the choice ot" the

potential..
lIIi11ion) .

This; ~ exceedsl.ow ~exPt about 20 ppm (parts pcr

..
It· Wl:SS pointed out by Sessler and Mllls (9) that therc arc

~

'--.
other corrections which are not directly related to the NN interaction.

They are those due to thc finite electrolllagncUc size ot" the nucleon

3

and those due to the relativistic nuclear" recoH. The factor GO) In
H

n. 3) is to account for the r"ecoil of the nucleus and it gives the

entire recoil correction for a completely nonrelativistic problem.

However". there is an additional r"ecoil corr"ection to (1.3) due to troe

:,clativistic treatmcnt of the problel:l. We denote the pert of the ~

that is due to "the size of the nucleon and to thc relativistic nuclear

recoil by. ~ th .
. 0 er

,
When experimcntal values for the electrolllagnetlc

sizes of the proton and neutron are used. ~ h turns out to be
ot er

-6
~other - {-2~25)x10 (1. 8)

The large uncer-taint~· in ~'h stems mainly frolll the nuclear recoil
at er

corr-ection. In view of this .0. h . A- of (1.7) 1s lDargina11~'ot er Low

consistent with ~ of (1.5).expt

In 1969 Greenberg and Foley (10) used a more realistic nuclear

potentia! of Signell and Marshak (11). which contains a spin-orbit

interaction. The spin-orbl~ force contributes to the .agnetic .oment

of the deuter"on. and hence it also contr"lbutes to the hfs of deuterlu..

They esticated the correction due to the spln-orbi~ force • .o.LS' to be
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6

(1. 9) 4.

where ~S ( .. -0.024) is the part of the deuteron lIlagnetic 1Il01llent. in

nuclear magnetons.produced by the spin-o~bit force. The large value of

~.S (-96 ppm) makes the discrepancy between theory and experiment lIluch

greater. However. their estilllate of ~he spin-orbit effect is

Questionable. This is the situation in which the deuterium hfs problem

has been left for the last two decades.

Since 1960. however. our understanding of nuclear forces has

considerably improved. A number of phenomenological NN potentials have

been constructed which reproduce the properties of the deuteron ane

scattering data very well. One of the purposes of this thesis is to

reexallline the deuteriull hfs by usi!1g a number of modern realistic r\N

potentials.

The potentials that we use for this purpose are (12-17):

Glendenning and Kramer's (GK9) potential. the Hamada and Johnston (HJ)

potential. t~e Reid soft core (RSC) potentia'l, the Reid soft core

alternative (RSCA) potential. the Reid hard core (RHC) potential. the

de Tourreil and Sprung (TS) potential. the de Tourrei!. Rouben and

Sprung (TRS) potential. and the Paris (PAR) potential. For the method

of calculation we closely follow Low. We estimate the Bohr-Low

correction ~ w~th these potentials. We find it remarkable that lL
. LOW . LOw

varies very little frolll one potential to the other: its value ranges

between 213 1'1'11 and 222 ppm.

larger than ~ .expt

The sum ~ow+.t..other' "is signific,antly
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In addition to the standard sp.in-orbit term. the modern Nil!

potent~als, except Glcndennin~ and Kralla~r's potential, contain tt~rm~

which are linear' or quadratic in an~u)ar momentum (L). The potentiai~

used by L.ow did not have such terms. We denote the cont:-ibution from
/

all these ~-dcpendent terms by ~L' Un! ike ~Low' ~L tllrn$ out to bt'

ve:-)' sensi~iye to the choice of the potential. When ~L is inducted tht~

fit i~provc~ fot" some of the potentials. while it deteriorates for the

others.

In addi ti on to thc cor:-ections we h;::\'c enumerated. thc meson

exchange current (MEC) can also contribute to the deuterium hfs. This

effect docs not seem to ha\'c been examined $0 far. The mea::lIred

deuteron magnetic moment is ;:: little higher than the calculated values

for ~ll the potentials considered. Assumin~ that the difference is due

to the MEC ...·e ~xaLe its contr i but ion to the hfs. We find th;lt the

MEC effect tends to improve the fit for ~ll potentials.

In the traditional picture. the deuteron con$:f.t~ of two

nucleons which .are in their g-round states. When excited statl~:: of the

nucleon are taxen into account the deuteron can <.11s·0 exlst in some

uncorwentional confil;urations. the so called i:;obaric confi~uratlon$.

Since the deuteron isobar~ cor-tribute to the deuteron ma~netic moment

they also contribute to the hfs. !!oIo:c\'c:-, our c~tim<:te shows that this

correction--is- negl igible.

Finally wc speculate on pos:':iible effccts of the six Quark

cluster in the deuteron. The deuteron in the conventional model is a

composi te syste:ll of a proton and a neutron. Howcver. in the Quark

model the deuteron consists of two components; the. conventional
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8

component and the unconventional six qua['k cluster:' co.ponent (SQC).

The probability, P6 ' for the SQC is pr:'obably small(ltJ). (P6 < .05).
Q. Q ..,

With some ad hoc assumptions we estimate the quark cluster effect on ~,

and find this effect ne~ligible.

The organization of this thesis is as tollows. In Chapter II.
~

we brief!}- review "the Bohr correction" to Fermi I s formula of EQ.

(1.2). In Chapter III. following Low, we present the details of the

calculations for the Bohr-Low correction (the Bohr correction studied.
In detail by Low)

, ''''lO
to the hfs' of deuteriu~. We also examine. the

!:-dependent force in the NN intera,ction and its at'fect on the hfs':J"

Moreover. in the same chapter, ~e consider the ~EC correction to the

deuterium hfs anomaly. Chapter IV deals with the calculations

regarding the exotic (unconventional) component effect on the hfs. The
,,

resul ts and discussion are given in Chapter V. while a summary and

conclusion are presented in Chapter VI For completeness some

details of the calculations are presented in-the appendices.
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CHAPTER II

THE~OHR CORRECTION TO THe DEUTERIUM HFS

As we summarized in Chapter I. the bulk of the deuterium hfs

anomaly A. is due to the Bohr correction whIch reflects the deuteron

structure. In this chapter we review Bohr's original calcula·tlon.

Before doing so. however. it would be in order to review the hydrogen
-.

hfs.

11.1 THE HYDROGEN HFS

According to Ferllli' s treatlllent. the hfs of the hydrogen-l ike

atolll is given by (1.2), or eQU~lY by

is the Rydberg for infinite mass nucleus in wave nUlllbers.

2
where ex -= e

be
2

R ( .. ~)
Q) 2h

v '"

1
137.03604

Is the fine structure cons~ant and ~

(2.1)

For the hydrogen atom which we consider in this section.

=.~

III .. IIl
H

~ P where M Is the proton lIlass. In the followin~ we user (IIl+M ). p
p

units such that c '" ~ - 1.

There are a nWllber of corrections to (2.1 ) that have been

estllllated. These corrections altogether modify v of EQ. (2.1) as (19)

9
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v - x CQEOC ,nuc.
(2.2)

where

2

~:) {l+ ~(Za)2+ a(Za) (- ~ + 'n(2))~(za)2 [-

and

•

~ (_281 _ 8 (2) (Z )-2
r 360 i!n !n a .,.

(2.3)

Here P 1s the electron magnetic moment including its anomalous part.
-e <.. I

For hydrogen. Z ' 1. but we retain the factor Z to indicate that the

terms with Z are related to the nuclear charge. The factor COED is

purely of the QED ori~in. The factor C 1 is the nuclear correctionnuc

which stems' frolll the structure of the nucleus and the re'lativistic

nuclear recoil.

Some of the terms in CQED are relatively easy to identify. The

Por clarity let us mention that Pe

But inin COED is the electron- Ilagnetic moment calculated in QED.

practice we do not have to distinguish between the theoretical and

experlmental-Values of P because they are in excellent agreement with
e

each other. 3 2
The second terll in the curly brackets. 2(Z«) . is called

the Breit terlll. 0 This ste.s from the vector potential part of the
~

relativistic Dirac Hamiltonian for the electron. H -= ~. (~-e~) ... /JZA",V.



'.

Othe~ te~ms a~e due to a va~1ety or ~ad1at1ve co~~ect1ons 1n QED.

In the case· of ,the nuclear corrections. the most or the

cont~ibution to 6H comes f~om the electromagnetjc size or the p~oton.

Zemach (20) estimated this correction to be -2Zam<~> whe~e <r> is thep p

electromagnetic size of the p~oton. see Appendix A. The~e is anothe~

\
correction to be included in Ow This is due to the relativistic

recoil correction of the nucleus. As mentioned in Chapter I. the

3

fllr)factor ~ rn~1.2) accounts for the most of the recoil correction.

However. there is an add! tional recoi I correction (19) Z<XIII/M .1f thep

problem is treated relativistically. Hence we obtain

o
H

- [2<r> -! ]Zam
p M

.p
(2.4

T~e experimental value of the hydrogen hfs 1s (1)

v expt
1420.4057517667(9) MHz. (2.5)

and the ~aluc predi~ted in the way as summarized above is such that

,

(u -u) Ivexpt expt (4.6:!:4.0) PPIll (2.6)

Therefore theo~Y·is consistent with expe~iment.

11.2 THE DEUTERIUM HFS

The hfs of deuterium is known very accurately. Its value is (2)

/
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v t- 327.3843525222(17) ~~z.exp

On the theoretical side EQ.(2.2) was meant for any hydro~en-like atom.

In applying it to the deuterium hts. of course. the values of 1. ~ and

mr have to be. adjusted' to the deuteron. that is. I .. 1. /.l is the

deuteron magnetic moment. and lIl r is tn~lectron~deuteron reduced mass

mO' The correction factor C~EO is common between hydrogen and

deuterium. but C depends on the nucleus. -Per deuteI;1ulll we write, . nucl

Cnucl If C 1 is ignored.nuc

(vO/v
H

) of (1.3.).
Fermi

The anomaly .t. defined by (1.4) is due to
'.

".

nucl.ear corrections and is related to the' c~rrections 0H and 00 by

l:J. • 00-oW

A naive wa~ of estimating 00 is to use the same formula as that

for 0H wifh the electromagn~tic s~ze and the proton mass replaced with

the corresponding Quantities for the.deuteron. i.e .•

(2.7)

Here we have ignored the relativistic recoil correction to the

deuterium, which is much smaller. Equations (2.4) and (2.7) lead to

2m<x«r>p-<r>0) '. (2.8)

Since <r>O» <r>p' this.t. is negative in clear contradiction with

.t. of (1.5). This indicates that the effect of the structure of theexpt

deuteron has to be examined in more d~tail. As shown by Bohr (6), a












































































































































































































































